EU–CONEXUS Festival
Klaipėda, August 24th—26th
STUDENTS PROGRAMME

24TH AUGUST TUESDAY

08:30  Registration of the participants
       (Rectorate, KU Campus, Herkaus Manto Str. 84)

11:00  Excursion to Klaipėda University Campus
       (KU Campus main square, Herkaus Manto Str. 84)

13:00  Opening of the Festival. Solemn raising of the
       Conexus flag, Exhibition "EU–CONEXUS opens
       up opportunities" opening
       (KU Campus, Herkaus Manto Str. 84)

13:30  Lunch @KUB'o svetainė (KU Campus)

15:00  Klaipėda City old Town orienteering challenge
       (Biržos bridge, next to the memorial park for
       united Lithuania, monument "Arka")

17:00  International University theatre Forum
       Vilnius University Kinetic Theatre. Action
       "Jungtis" Director - Andrius Pulkauninkas
       (Atgimimo square, Klaipėda city center)

19:00  Gala dinner for the occasion of thirty years
       anniversary of Klaipėda University (invitation
       to EU–CONEXUS partners, stakeholders, city
       municipality)
       (KU Campus, Herkaus Manto Str. 84)

KLAIPĖDA UNIVERSITY MAIN SQUARE:

— Klaipėda University mixed choir
  "Pajūrio aidos" concert
— UNIZD ensemble AKA CRESCENDO
— UTCB student who will perform
  Romanian songs
— Musical group "Voiceless"

Online photo exhibition "Greece and the
Agricultural University of Athens"

www.eu-conexus.eu
25th AUGUST WEDNESDAY

10:00 - 15:00  Melnragė beach sport competition for students: Beach volleyball, Beach football

16:30  International University theatre Forum
One sketch "Dancing back to the future" - a transformational journey of a UTCB student
(KU Student Theatre Hall, S. Neries Str. 5)

19:00  Traditional culture evening with folk ensembles in Klaipėda University Botanical garden
(Kretingos Str. 92)
   — Traditional Lithuanian folk games
   — Lithuanian folk music ensemble - "Mingė"
   — Klaipėda University folk art ensemble "Vytinė"
EU-CONEXUS Festival
Klaipėda, August 24th—26th
STUDENTS PROGRAMME

26TH AUGUST THURSDAY

9:00 Visit to Lithuanian Sea museum - ferry leaves at 9:00 from Old ferry port (Danės Str. 1)
13:00 Lunch @Raketa (Bangų Str. 5A)
14:00 Dragon boat training (Gluosnių 8, Klaipėda Rowing Center)
16:00 Dragon boat competition on water River Dangė in Klaipėda city centre
17:00 Official closing of the Festival. Solemn lowering of the Conexus flag and handing over to the representatives of La Rochelle University as organizers of next year's festival (Klaipėda old town bastions - St. John's Hill)
18:30 International University theatre Forum Vilnius Gediminas Technical University Theatre studio "Palepė". Physical performance "ACH, UI!", stage director - Olegas Kesminas (Klaipėda Drama Theatre, Chamber Hall)

Free time